1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Stroke often causes impairments in visually-guided motor control ([@bb0110], [@bb0290], [@bb0295], [@bb0305]). Force production by individuals in the chronic phase after stroke reveals greater error and greater variability when using the impaired hand ([@bb0260], [@bb0305]). Dependence on visual feedback increases after stroke ([@bb0055], [@bb0255], [@bb0535]), with evidence suggesting that manipulating visual feedback can enhance motor function ([@bb0070], [@bb0075], [@bb0375], [@bb0475]) by decreasing motor error and motor variability after stroke ([@bb0005]). Although these findings converge to suggest that modulating visual feedback is a viable option to improve motor output ([@bb0105], [@bb0475]), the neurophysiological basis for this improvement has not been examined. Understanding how visual feedback engages the brain in the chronic phase after stroke may be useful when designing visual displays for rehabilitation interventions for individuals in the chronic phase after stroke. Here, we use functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to examine how brain activity in the visuomotor network changes in chronic stroke patients when visual gain is parametrically increased during a grip force task.

In healthy individuals, using visual gain to engage error correction processes relies on an integrated network of brain areas that include the primary motor cortex (M1), premotor cortex, inferior and posterior parietal lobe, extrastriate visual cortex, and cerebellum ([@bb0020], [@bb0120]). These brain regions are essential components of the visuomotor network ([@bb0215]), and disruptions to this network lead to deficits in visuomotor error correction ([@bb0145], [@bb0155], [@bb0285], [@bb0495]). It is well established that stroke leads to changes in activation of the visuomotor motor system. For instance, reductions in functional activity have been demonstrated in M1 contralateral to the impaired hand, whereas increases in functional activity have been shown in M1 ipsilateral to the impaired hand, bilateral premotor areas, and parietal cortex ([@bb0115], [@bb0125], [@bb0325], [@bb0330], [@bb0400], [@bb0520], [@bb0525], [@bb0530]). It is important to note, however, that increases in activity within these sub-regions of the motor network are time-dependent and are most prominent in acute stroke before progressively decreasing across time ([@bb0065], [@bb0520]). Indeed, relative increases in activity in contralateral M1, and decreases in activity in secondary motor areas track well with functional recovery after stroke ([@bb0080], [@bb0185]), with recent evidence showing that this time-dependent change in activity is not related to an increase in effort in the acute phase ([@bb0065]).

Well-controlled visually guided motor paradigms have been used to assess motor system activation after stroke ([@bb0035], [@bb0065], [@bb0355], [@bb0520]), but few studies have scaled the parameters of visual feedback. The studies that have assessed brain function while modulating the properties of visual feedback have done so using virtual reality paradigms ([@bb0020], [@bb0475]). For instance, scaling down virtual reality feedback relative to actual finger movement led to larger finger movements in the impaired hand which were associated with increased activity in contralateral M1 in the lesioned hemisphere. These findings are consistent with evidence in healthy adults which show that increasing visual gain during a visuomotor grip force task also leads to an increase in contralateral M1 activity, even in the absence of a change in force amplitude ([@bb0120]). Together, these findings suggest that manipulating visual feedback while keeping force amplitude constant may be a viable option for engaging M1 contralateral to the impaired hand after stroke. In the current study, we test this hypothesis by using fMRI to assay brain activity while participants completed a visually guided unilateral grip force paradigm at three levels of visual gain. We hypothesized that force error and variability would decrease with an increase in visual gain after stroke, and that this gain-related change in force control would be associated with increased functional activity in the visuomotor network including M1 contralateral to the impaired hand.

2. Methods {#s0010}
==========

2.1. Subjects {#s0015}
-------------

Fifteen individuals in the chronic phase after stroke and fifteen healthy controls participated in this study. [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} shows group demographics and relevant clinical information. We confirmed that healthy controls were matched to the post-stroke individuals for age and sex (*P* \> 0.05). Individuals with stroke who met the following inclusion criteria were recruited: (1) at least six months following a single ischemic stroke affecting motor function in the contralateral hand, (2) able to apply force to a force transducer in the pinch grip configuration, (3) intact sensation to light touch in the contralateral hand, and (4) able to provide informed consent. Before the testing, each subject read and signed informed consent, which was approved by Institutional Review Board of the University of Florida and was in accord with the Declaration of Helsinki.Table 1Group demographics and relevant clinical information.Table 1SubjectAge (yrs)GenderTime since stroke (yrs)Stroke locationAffected hemisphereFMA motor scoreFMA sensationMAS medianMMSE163M12.4C/SCL4912127252M0.73SCL458130379M10.21C/SCL629029476F2.67SCL6412030556M24.45SCL307024677M12.48CL1012027759M17.65C/SCL5112027858M1.29SCL6212029973M4.94CL58120301064M9.66CL65120301150F1.65SCL6190271256M4.3C/SCR3040301357M9.61CR26101301431M5.53CR1910329.51575F4.67SCR3012127Mean61.73 ± 12.9012M/3F8.15 ± 6.6511L/4R44.13 ± 18.4010.20 ± 2.430.46 ± 0.8328.43 ± 1.82Control58.20 ± 6.8210M/5Fn/an/an/a29.93 ± 0.26[^1]

2.2. Clinical evaluations {#s0020}
-------------------------

Upper-extremity motor function for persons with stroke was assessed using the upper extremity section of the Fugl-Meyer Assessment (FMA) ([@bb0200], [@bb0205]). Hypertonicity was measured using the Modified Ashworth Scale ([@bb0050], [@bb0230]). Hemiparetic severity (mean FMA 44.13 out of 66 points) and stroke chronicity (mean 8.15 years) indicated a wide range of stroke-related upper-extremity impairments. Using the Mini-Mental State Examination ([@bb0195]), we screened cognitive function for each individual. All stroke subjects self-reported pre-morbid right hand dominance and all controls self-reported right hand dominance. Lesion characteristics of the stroke subjects were evaluated by hand-drawing the lesion in standard space. The volume and center of mass were calculated for each individual\'s lesion and are shown in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. We then calculated the lesion conjunction with each of the six white matter tracts available in the Sensorimotor Area Tract Template (S-MATT) ([@bb0010]), and the results from this analysis are shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1Lesion overlap with the sensorimotor area tract template (S-MATT).The S-MATT (A) is comprised of six separate sensorimotor tracts descending from the primary motor cortex (M1), dorsal premotor cortex (PMd), ventral premotor cortex (PMv), supplementary motor area (SMA), pre-supplementary motor area (preSMA), and somatosensory cortex (S1). Each individual\'s lesion was overlaid on top of each tract within the S-MATT to quantify lesion overlap within the tract (see example in B). The mean lesion overlap for each tract is shown in C, with each column representing the group average. Error bars represent ± SEM.Fig. 1Table 2Lesion volumes and centers of mass.Table 2SubjectLesion volume (mm^3^)Center of massxyz115,809− 35.2211.6722.412148− 25.6515.6621.1732089− 36.5431.39− 6.064313− 24.51− 1.700.59543− 23.898.56− 5.0761561− 37.1815.4024.9775093− 38.073.8215.248125− 24.0310.72− 3.549782− 33.1012.6128.37107195− 35.92− 3.6313.6511348− 27.5734.0930.711216,37841.738.3425.5413765743.3411.3833.051467126.3316.5257.231591323.2014.578.64

2.3. MRI acquisition {#s0025}
--------------------

Magnetic resonance images were collected using a 32 channel head coil inside a Phillips 3 Tesla magnetic resonance scanner (Achieva, Best, the Netherlands). T~1~-weighted images (resolution: 1 mm isotropic, repetition time: TR = 6.8 ms, echo time: TE = 3.3 ms, flip angle = 8°, field of view = 240 × 240 mm, and acquisition matrix = 240 × 240) were acquired in 170 contiguous axial slices. Functional data were acquired in 46 contiguous axial slices using a single-shot gradient echo-planar imaging pulse sequence (resolution: 3 mm isotropic, TR = 2500 ms, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 80°, field of view = 240 mm^2^, and acquisition matrix = 80 × 80). Each functional MRI scan lasted 4 min and 30 s. Subjects wore ear plugs during the session to minimize discomfort because of scanner noise. Small cushions were placed in the head coil around the subject\'s head to minimize head motion.

2.4. Force data acquisition {#s0030}
---------------------------

Participants laid in supine, with their forearms resting on their lower trunk and one force transducer held in each hand at all times. Participants produced force against a custom fiber-optic force transducer with a resolution of 0.025 N (Neuroimaging Solutions, Gainesville, FL). The force signals were transmitted via fiber-optic cable to a SM130 Optical Sensing Interrogator (Micron Optics, Atlanta, Georgia). The interrogator digitized the analog force data at 125 Hz. Using a customized program written in LabVIEW (National Instruments, Austin, TX), we collected the force data. Online visual feedback of force output was displayed to the participants at a refresh rate of 60 Hz. Force data were low-pass filtered before analysis (Butterworth, 20 Hz 4th-order dual-pass).

2.5. Force task {#s0035}
---------------

We measured each participant\'s maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) for each hand during a practice session. Over three consecutive MVC trials, participants tried to sustain a maximum force contraction for 5 s. We provided a 60-second period of rest between trials. Average force during each sustained maximum force contraction was calculated and the mean of the three trials was carried forward as the participant\'s MVC value.

We collected functional MRI data while each participant produced and tried to maintain force to a target force level of 15% of their MVC by gripping the force transducer between their thumb and index finger. Blocks of trials were performed unimanually with the impaired and unimpaired hand for patients with stroke, and the dominant and non-dominant hand for healthy controls. For all analyses, the dominant hand in controls was compared to the unimpaired hand in the stroke group. The non-dominant hand in controls was compared to the impaired hand in the stroke group. Our approach is consistent with prior work ([@bb0005], [@bb0310], [@bb0305], [@bb0350]). Three unimanual tasks were completed by each hand: low visual gain, medium visual gain, and high visual gain. Thus, participants completed a total of six tasks (two hands × three gain levels) while lying in the MRI scanner.

Each task involved two conditions: Rest and Force. Two bars were displayed during the task. A white target bar represented the target force level, which was set at 15% of each individual\'s MVC. A red/green bar shows either rest or the amount of force produced by the subject. During the Rest condition, participants were instructed to fixate on the red bar. When the bar turned green, participants started producing isometric force and the bar fluctuated in real-time to reflect the amount of force being produced. We instructed participants to be as accurate as possible and cover the white target bar with the green force bar. The force bar represented the force produced by a single transducer during each unimanual task. The transducer in the other hand was used to assess force production in the passive hand. Rest and force conditions each lasted 30 s and were alternated within each scan. Each scan began and ended with a rest period. Blocks within each scan followed the same sequence and were displayed on the visual display. The duration of each scan was 4 min and 30 s in total. Visual gain was manipulated between scans.

2.6. Visual gain {#s0040}
----------------

We manipulated visual feedback between tasks by changing the visual gain on the visual display seen by the participants. Our paradigm first calculated the difference between the amount of force produced by the subject and the target force. This difference was then multiplied by a visual gain factor (low, medium, and high), which changed the spatial amplitude of visual feedback by altering the height of force fluctuations on the visual display using the following formula:$$\mathsf{Cursor\ Position} = \left( {\mathsf{F}_{\mathsf{p}} - \mathsf{F}_{\mathsf{t}}} \right)^{\ast}\mathsf{G} + \mathsf{F}_{\mathsf{t}}$$in which *F*~p~ is the force produced by the subject, *F*~t~ is the target force, and *G* is the gain level used to manipulate the spatial amplitude of visual feedback.

The visual gain level (G) can be altered by modifying two different variables: (1) distance from the visual display, or (2) changing the height of the force fluctuations provided to the participant on the visual display. We have previously shown that performance error approaches an asymptote at approximately 0.5°. However, we have also demonstrated that changes in activity in the visuomotor system are evident above and below this 0.5° asymptote ([@bb0120]). Therefore, we used three different visual gain levels (0.039°, 0.39°, and 2.39°). Values were chosen so that one was well below the 0.5° asymptote, one was near the asymptote, and one was well above the asymptote. [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} shows a cartoon to explain the visual gain manipulation. At the low visual gain level ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}A), a 1 N difference between the target bar and the force bar is represented by a small displacement on the screen such that the green bar and white bar are close to each other ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}B). By attenuating the visual error, there are very small fluctuations in the visual feedback viewed by the subject, and so the range of the spatial amplitude of the visual feedback on the screen is reduced ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}C), which leads to greater force variability and greater force error ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}D). At the medium gain level, the visual angle is increased, the error is magnified, and a difference of 1 N of force between the green bar and white bar is represented by a larger spatial amplitude. The spatial amplitude of the visual feedback is therefore increased (see progression from top to bottom row in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}C) and corresponds with a decrease in force variability and force error (see progression in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}D). This pattern is further increased at the high visual gain level, where visual angle is increased to 2.39°. To control for potential order effects, both hand order and visual gain order for each hand were counterbalanced across subjects.Fig. 2Visual gain manipulation.The gain of the visual feedback was altered between functional MRI scans which led to a change in the visual angle of the feedback (A). At larger visual angles, the spatial amplitude of the visual feedback is increased even though the distance in absolute force (N) between the target bar and the force bar remains constant (e.g., 1N) (B). Since visual angle is increased from low to medium to high, there is an increase in the spatial amplitude of the visual feedback (C), which is typically associated with a reduction in force output variability (D).Fig. 2

2.7. Force data analysis {#s0045}
------------------------

Force data were analyzed using custom algorithms in LabVIEW. Three outcome measures for force data were: (a) mean force amplitude, (b) mean force error (root-mean-square error), and (c) mean force variability (standard deviation). Force measures were calculated using the middle 18 s of each contraction. We excluded the beginning (first 7 s) and ending (last 5 s) segments of force production as they are likely independent of visuomotor processing ([@bb0120], [@bb0310], [@bb0315], [@bb0350]). All force measures were calculated separately for each hand at each gain level. For each outcome measure, two-way mixed model 2 × 3 (Group: stroke and control × Gain: low, medium, and high) ANOVAs with repeated measures on the last factor were used. When assumptions of sphericity were violated, we used Greenhouse-Geisser\'s conservative degrees of freedom adjustment. For post-hoc analyses, we used Bonferroni\'s pairwise comparisons. All statistical tests on force data were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics 22 (IBM, USA) with an alpha level set at 0.05.

2.8. Imaging data analysis software {#s0050}
-----------------------------------

Imaging data were analyzed with AFNI software (Analysis of Functional NeuroImages; National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD), SPM8 software, SUIT toolbox of SPM8, and custom UNIX shell scripts. Based on the different behavioral findings between stroke and control groups with an increased visual gain, we focused on imaging data during the task executed by the impaired hand in the stroke group and non-dominant hand in the control group. We used AFNI software to compute whole-brain statistical maps. Cerebellum-specific fine-tuning of the statistical maps was performed with SPM8 and SUIT. With conventional normalization techniques, priority is given to the cortex; therefore, alignment of the cerebellum is more variable between subjects. For this reason, we used the SUIT toolbox of SPM8, which is specifically designed to precisely align the cerebella of subjects to a cerebellum template ([@bb0160]).

2.9. Individual subject analysis {#s0055}
--------------------------------

### 2.9.1. Preprocessing {#s0060}

Four functional volumes were collected prior to the start of the experiment to allow for magnetization to stabilize; these volumes were discarded prior to analysis. Remaining volumes were slice-acquisition-dependent slice-time corrected. The anatomical image was then skull stripped using 3dSkullStrip in AFNI. The functional volumes were registered to a base volume via rigid body rotations and aligned with the anatomical image in a single transformation, therefore avoiding repeated image resampling. For the whole brain analysis, the functional volumes were also warped into MNI space and smoothed with a 4 mm full-width-half-maximum Gaussian kernel to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. For the cerebellum analysis, warping to MNI space and smoothing occurred later (detailed below). The blood‑oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) signal in each voxel at each time point was then scaled by the mean of its respective time series to normalize the data.

The BOLD signals during the Force and Rest period were modeled separately by boxcar regressors convolved with the hemodynamic response function for each task. The head motion parameters (6 total: 3 rotations and 3 translations) calculated during the registration step were included in the general linear model as regressors-of-no-interest. Head motion between adjacent volumes which was \> 1 mm resulted in the exclusion of both volumes from the regression analysis. Within both groups, a large number of adjacent volumes remained after excluding for head motion for all six tasks (stroke average: 96.93 ± 4.80%; stroke minimum: 76.5%; control average: 99.35 ± 1.39%; control minimum: 94.1%). Whole-brain beta-coefficient maps were obtained for each experimental condition from the general linear model implemented in AFNI.

### 2.9.2. SUIT normalization {#s0065}

Skull-stripped anatomical images were aligned to the SPM8 white-matter template. The transformation matrix used for this alignment was applied to the beta-coefficient maps obtained from AFNI, thus keeping the beta-value maps consistent with the anatomical image. Next, the cerebellum was isolated from the whole brain anatomical image using the SUIT toolbox of SPM8. A mask was derived from the isolated cerebellum and was used to isolate the cerebellar region from the whole brain beta-coefficient maps. The isolated anatomical image of the cerebellum was then normalized to the SUIT template, which is in MNI space. The transformation matrix used for this normalization was saved and applied to the isolated cerebellar beta-value maps to keep them consistent with the anatomical image. The beta-coefficient maps were smoothed with a 2 mm full-width-at-half-max Gaussian kernel in order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The cerebellar beta-coefficient maps from all subjects were taken to the group level for further analysis, which was conducted using the same pipeline as the cortical data.

2.10. Group level analysis {#s0070}
--------------------------

To investigate the effect of visual gain and stroke on brain function, a two-way mixed model ANOVA was conducted (AFNI\'s 3dANOVA program) with group (stroke, control) as a between-subjects factor and visual gain (low, medium, and high) as a within-subjects factor. Separate ANOVAs were conducted for the whole brain beta-coefficient maps and the beta-coefficient maps isolated and warped to the cerebellum. Both group and visual gain were treated as fixed effects, and subjects were treated as random effects. Familywise error rate (FWER) in the group-level statistical maps was maintained below 0.05 by rejecting voxels with *P*-values \> 0.005 and clusters with volume \< 216 mm^3^ for the cortex and \< 162mm^3^ for the cerebellum. The *P*-value threshold and cluster-extent threshold required to maintain the required FWER were selected by using AFNI\'s 3dClustSim program. First, we identified all voxels which showed significant increases in activity (*P* \< 0.05) for both groups at each gain level, and then created a conjunction of all six maps. The inputs into 3dClustSim included the mean smoothness of the residual datasets and the conjunction mask of all six maps. Monte Carlo simulations of noise datasets were created within these masks. Then, a frequency distribution of noise-cluster sizes was created and the program calculated the appropriate *P*-value and cluster extent required to control the FWER at 0.05. Activation clusters were labeled using a combination of the cytoarchitecture probabilistic map ([@bb0150]), the Human Motor Area Template (HMAT) ([@bb0340]), and the automated anatomical labeling atlas for the cortex ([@bb0480]). The probabilistic MRI atlas of the human cerebellum was used to label the SUIT-aligned cerebellar data ([@bb0165], [@bb0430]).

3. Results {#s0075}
==========

3.1. MVC {#s0080}
--------

The average MVC of the impaired hand for the stroke group (41.64 ± 6.19 N) was significantly less \[*t*(28) = 3.05; *P* \< 0.01\] than the average MVC of the non-dominant hand for the control group (70.00 ± 6.94 N). The average MVC of the unimpaired hand for the stroke group (69.91 ± 4.56 N) was not significantly different than the average MVC of the dominant hand for the control group (75.43 ± 7.32 N).

3.2. Force data analysis {#s0085}
------------------------

### 3.2.1. Force amplitude {#s0090}

Mean force amplitude in % MVC produced by the unimpaired/dominant and impaired/non-dominant hands is shown for both groups in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}A and D, respectively. Mean force across all conditions and groups ranged from 13.39--14.98%MVC. Consistent with the data shown in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}A, a group × gain ANOVA model to assess mean force amplitude produced by the unimpaired/dominant hand revealed no significant effect of group \[*F*(1, 28) = 0.28; *P* = 0.60\], gain \[*F*(1.01, 28.15) = 0.52; *P* = 0.479\], or group × gain interaction \[*F*(1.01, 28.15) = 0.21; *P* = 0.652\]. As shown in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}D, mean force amplitude produced by the impaired/non-dominant hand at the low gain level for the stroke group was 13.39%MVC (red triangles) and 14.44%MVC for the control group (green squares), respectively. At the medium and high gain levels, mean force amplitude was within 1% of the target force level for both groups. Similar to findings in the unimpaired/dominant hand, the two-way ANOVA of mean force amplitude for the impaired/non-dominant hand revealed no significant effect of gain \[*F*(1.05, 29.37) = 1.21; *P* = 0.283\], group \[*F*(1,28) = 1.21; *P* = 0.281\], or group × gain interaction \[*F*(1.05, 29.37) = 0.27; *P* = 0.618\].Fig. 3Force measures.Mean values for unimpaired/dominant hand force amplitude (A), force error (B), and force variability (C) are shown for control subjects (green) and stroke subjects (red) for all gain levels. Mean values for the impaired/non-dominant hand force amplitude (D), force error (E), and force variability is also shown. Each data point represents the group mean at each level of visual gain, and error bars represent ± SEM.Fig. 3

### 3.2.2. Force error {#s0095}

Mean force error produced by the unimpaired/dominant and impaired/non-dominant hands are shown for both groups in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}B and E, respectively. A two-way (group × gain: 2 × 3) ANOVA on the unimpaired/dominant hand revealed a main effect of gain \[*F*(1.017, 28.47) = 46.82; *P* \< 0.001; η^2^ = 0.63\], showing a reduction in error with an increase in visual gain (low \> medium \> high; all adjusted *P\'s* \< 0.001). There was no significant effect of group \[*F*(1,28) = 0.001; *P* = 0.974\], and no group × gain interaction \[*F*(1.017, 28.47) = 0.12; *P* = 0.74\].

[Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}E shows mean force error for the stroke and control group at each level of visual gain for the impaired/non-dominant hand. A group × gain ANOVA on the impaired/non-dominant hand revealed a main effect of gain \[*F*(1.06, 29.64) = 34.42; *P* \< 0.001; η^2^ = 0.55\], and a main effect of group \[*F*(1, 28) = 11.04; *P* = 0.002; η^2^ = 0.28\]. However, main effects were superseded by a significant group × gain interaction \[*F*(1.06, 29.64) = 6.63; *P* = 0.014; η^2^ = 0.19\]. Post-hoc analyses found that stroke individuals produced more force error than controls at each of the three gain levels (all adjusted *P\'s* \< 0.01). Difference in force error between the stroke and control groups was approximately 21%MVC at the low visual gain, with the magnitude of the difference attenuated at medium gain (approximate 6%MVC) and high gain (approximate 3%MVC). Moreover, mean force error in the stroke (low \> medium \> high; all adjusted *P\'s* \< 0.01) and control (low \> medium \> high; all adjusted *P\'s* \< 0.05) groups was significantly reduced with an increase in the level of visual gain.

### 3.2.3. Force variability {#s0100}

[Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}C and F shows mean force variability for the stroke and control groups at each gain level for each hand. A two-way (group × gain) ANOVA on the unimpaired/dominant hand revealed a main effect of gain \[*F*(1.25, 34.93) = 57.39; *P* \< 0.001; η^2^ = 0.67\], showing a reduction in variability with an increase in visual gain (low \> medium \> high; all adjusted *P* \< 0.01). There was no significant effect of group \[*F*(1, 28) = 0.15; *P* = 0.702\] and no group × gain interaction \[*F*(1.25, 34.93) = 1.09; *P* = 0.319\].

[Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}F shows data for the impaired/non-dominant hand. The corresponding two-way ANOVA on force variability revealed significant main effects of group \[*F*(1, 28) = 13.03; *P* = 0.001; η^2^ = 0.32\] and gain \[*F*(1.12, 31.32) = 9.30; *P* = 0.004; η^2^ = 0.25\], but no group × gain interaction \[*F*(1.12, 31.32) = 1.97; *P* = 0.17\]. Force variability was greater in the stroke group compared to the control group collapsed across the three gain levels. The main effect of gain was driven by a progressive decrease in force variability as visual gain was increased (low \> medium \> high; all adjusted *P\'s* \< 0.05). Difference in force variability between the stroke and control groups was approximately 6%MVC at low visual gain, whereas the between group difference decreased at medium gain (\~ 4%MVC) and high gain (\~ 2%MVC).

3.3. Voxelwise analysis {#s0105}
-----------------------

### 3.3.1. Main effects of gain {#s0110}

Group-level statistical analysis of all three visual gain conditions revealed 28 clusters which showed significant gain-related differences in brain activity. [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} lists the location and composition of each cluster. Follow-up *t*-tests (*P* \< 0.05, Bonferroni corrected) were performed to determine the specific gain levels which showed differences in activity. [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} shows the average BOLD percent signal change amplitude at each gain level collapsed across group. As shown in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, functional activity across regions of the visuomotor network increased for both groups with an increase in gain level. Specifically, [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}A shows that mean BOLD amplitude in contralateral V3/V5 increased from 0.28 at the low gain level to 0.59 at the medium gain level and 0.85 at the high gain level. [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}C shows that BOLD amplitude in ipsilateral V3/V5 was 0.26 (low gain), 0.56 (medium gain), and 0.83 (high gain). Gain-related increases in BOLD amplitude were also found bilaterally in the inferior parietal lobule (IPL) in the contralateral hemisphere ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}D: low gain = 0.28, medium gain = 0.52, and high gain = 0.70) and the ipsilateral hemisphere ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}E: low gain = 0.18, medium gain = 0.53, and high gain = 0.64). [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}B shows increases in BOLD amplitude in the medial wall of both hemispheres in supplementary motor area (SMA) (low gain = 0.28, medium gain = 0.53, and high gain = 0.61). [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} shows that an increase in gain led to similar progressive increases in the BOLD amplitude across many key regions of the visuomotor network including the cerebellar lobule VIIb, ventral premotor cortex (PMv), and caudate and putamen in the basal ganglia.Fig. 4Main effect of gain.Results of the main effect of gain obtained from the 3dANOVA in AFNI. Statistical maps were thresholded at *P* = 0.005 and cluster extent of 216 mm^3^ for the cortex and 162 mm^3^ for the cerebellum. The statistic displayed is the *F*-statistic, with brighter colors indicating more significant voxels which demonstrated changes in BOLD signal with a change in visual gain. Regions with visuomotor importance are marked, with the plots connected to them displaying the average BOLD amplitude at each gain level (yellow data points). Error bars indicate ± SEM, between gain differences are shown in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} (*P* \< 0.05, Bonferroni corrected).Fig. 4Table 3The regions demonstrating a gain effect identified by the voxelwise analysis.Table 3Peak *F*-statisticCoM (MNI)Volume (mm^3^)Gain effect\
(Bonferroni corrected *t*-tests)xyzGain effectLow vs. mediumLow vs. highMedium vs. highContralateral hemisphereV3/V521.343.9− 73.23.611,097M \> LH \> LH \> MInferior parietal lobule16.433.8− 46.754.14239--H \> L--Supramarginal gyrus10.456.0− 37.028.11080--H \> L--V3/V513.030.1− 72.433.1702--H \> L--^⁎^Lobule VIIb13.010.4− 72.1− 43.3675M \> LH \> L--Inferior temporal gyrus13.053.9− 40.3− 18.9270--H \> L--Putamen10.223.018.73.9243M \> LH \> L--Inferior frontal gyrus8.542.726.2− 1.3243--H \> LH \> MMiddle cingulum9.411.5− 24.348.0216--H \> L--V3/V59.314.3− 93.020.3216M \> LH \> L--Fusiform gyrus11.432.2− 62.7− 8.6216L \> ML \> H--  Ipsilateral hemisphereSMA17.5− 0.4− 5.461.911,502M \> LH \> L--V3/V525.2− 39.6− 78.22.79720M \> LH \> L--Inferior parietal lobule19.7− 32.9− 50.354.54509M \> LH \> L--Putamen15.8− 24.5− 11.815.32538M \> LH \> L--Thalamus21.6− 19.5− 25.0− 0.81971--H \> L--Insula15.3− 32.714.09.11161--H \> L--^⁎^Lobule VIIb15.4− 17.9− 70.9− 46.6864M \> LH \> L--PMv14.9− 58.10.210.5594M \> LH \> L--V3/V59.7− 27.7− 70.132.9567--H \> L--V3/V57.7− 46.7− 29.921.8513M \> LH \> L--Fusiform gyrus16.3− 33.3− 56.3− 20.1486M \> LH \> L--PMv15.9− 42.5− 1.310.9459--H \> L--Postcentral gyrus10.0− 65.7− 20.413.7405M \> LH \> L--PMv11.7− 41.54.226.3297--H \> L--Caudate nucleus8.2− 1.91.310.4297--H \> L--^⁎^Lobule VI11.1− 18.1− 69.7− 21.0243M \> LH \> L--Superior frontal gyrus9.3− 22.0− 7.079.5216--H \> L--[^2]

### 3.3.2. Main effect of group {#s0115}

A main effect of group was found in 15 clusters. [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} lists the location and composition of each cluster. Follow-up *t*-tests (*P* \< 0.05, Bonferroni corrected) revealed that the stroke group had increased BOLD amplitude in 13/15 regions. In the contralateral hemisphere, the stroke group had increased activity in regions including the middle temporal gyrus, middle frontal gyrus, and superior temporal gyrus. In the ipsilateral hemisphere, the stroke group showed increased activity in clusters of voxels that were localized to M1/S1, inferior parietal lobule, PMv, and V3/V5. As shown in [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}, the cluster size for regions which showed a group difference in BOLD amplitude (stroke \> control) was the largest in M1/S1 on the ipsilateral hemisphere: the ipsilateral M1/S1 cluster had a volume 4.75 times larger than next largest cluster. Mean BOLD amplitude was 0.74 for the stroke group and 0.12 for the control group ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}). Note that the ipsilateral hemisphere corresponds with the contralesional hemisphere in the stroke group and non-dominant hemisphere in controls. To determine whether our findings were specific to the non-dominant hand in controls, we conducted a secondary ROI analysis. We extracted the BOLD signal from the ipsilateral M1/S1 while controls performed the force task with their dominant hand. We found that the stroke group still showed significantly higher BOLD signal compared to control subjects in ipsilateral M1/S1 (see Supplemental Material).Fig. 5Main effect of group.Results of the main effect of group obtained from the 3dANOVA in AFNI. Statistical maps were thresholded at *P* = 0.005 and extent of 216 mm^3^ for the cortex and 162 mm^3^ for the cerebellum. The statistic display is the *F*-statistic, with brighter colors indicating more significant voxels which demonstrated a difference in BOLD signal between groups averaged across gain levels. The average BOLD amplitude for the control group (green) and stroke group (red) is shown. The stroke group displayed increased BOLD amplitude change, compared to controls, at all gain levels (*P* \< 0.05, Bonferroni corrected). Error bars indicate ± SEM. Between group differences across all gain levels are shown in [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}.Fig. 5Table 4The regions demonstrating a group effect identified by the voxelwise analysis.Table 4Peak *F*-statisticCoM (MNI)Volume (mm^3^)Group effect\
(Bonferroni corrected *t*-tests)xyzGroup effectStroke vs. controlContralateral hemisphereMiddle temporal gyrus17.647.7− 40.2− 11.9486C \< SMiddle frontal gyrus16.630.755.838.3459C \< SAngular gyrus16.351.2− 62.024.6297C \< S^⁎^Lobule VIIb10.520.0− 76.0− 50.0270C \> SSuperior temporal gyrus14.043.8− 18.71.6216C \< S  Ipsilateral hemisphereM1/S140.8− 46.1− 17.844.43726C \< SInferior parietal lobule21.8− 55.4− 32.236.8783C \< SPostcentral gyrus19.5− 57.6− 16.419.6459C \> SS123.5− 40.0− 33.369.3459C \< SPMv19.2− 45.37.633.7405C \< SInsula16.6− 39.81.5− 3.6324C \< SV3/V516.9− 38.6− 78.52.8324C \< SSuperior temporal gyrus19.1− 49.5− 18.44.7324C \< SHippocampus12.6− 18.2− 27.0− 8.3243C \< SV3/V513.8− 27.3− 63.139.0243C \< S[^3]

### 3.3.3. Gain × group interactions {#s0120}

Group-level statistical analysis identified 12 clusters whose activity showed an interaction effect between gain and group. [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"} lists the location and composition of each cluster. Follow-up *t*-tests (*P* \< 0.05, Bonferroni corrected) were conducted between groups at each level of visual gain. [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} shows a 3D brain image with yellow clusters identifying regions that showed a significant interaction effect, orange clusters identifying regions that showed a significant gain effect, and blue clusters identifying regions that showed a significant group effect. Interaction effects were localized to IPL, supramarginal gyrus, and V3/V5 in the contralateral hemisphere, and regions including V3/V5, and cerebellar lobules VI and VIIb in the ipsilateral hemisphere. As shown in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}A and B, BOLD amplitude in supramarginal gyrus and IPL in the contralateral hemisphere were comparable between the stroke group (red squares) and control group (green squares) across the low and medium gain levels, but at the high gain the stroke group (supramarginal gyrus = 1.29; IPL = 0.84) exhibited greater BOLD amplitude than controls (supramarginal gyrus = 0.47; IPL = 0.44). These regions were adjacent to the areas where significant main effects of gain were found as shown by their close proximity to orange clusters. The BOLD amplitude in cerebellar lobules VI ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}C) and VIIb ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}D) in the ipsilateral hemisphere was significantly increased in the stroke group at the medium and high levels of gain as compared to controls. These changes in the cerebellar lobules VI and VIIb were spatially distinct from clusters that varied as a function of gain or group.Fig. 6Gain × group interaction.A conjunction showing the main effect of gain (orange), main effect of group (blue), and group × gain interaction (yellow) is shown. Results of the group x gain interaction were obtained from 3dANOVA in AFNI. Statistical maps were thresholded at *P* = 0.005 and extent of 216 mm^3^ for the cortex and 162 mm^3^ for the cerebellum. Group x gain interaction regions with visuomotor importance are marked, with the plots connected to them displaying the average BOLD amplitude at each gain level for both groups (control: green, stroke: red). Error bars indicate ± SEM. Between-group differences at each gain level are shown in [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"} (*P* \< 0.05, Bonferroni corrected).Fig. 6Table 5The regions demonstrating a group x gain interaction identified by the voxelwise analysis.Table 5Peak *F*-statisticCoM (MNI)Volume (mm^3^)Group effect\
(Bonferroni corrected *t*-tests)xyzLowMediumHighGroup × gain interactionStroke vs. controlContralateral hemisphereInferior parietal lobule12.232.0− 54.855.4432------Supramarginal gyrus9.956.8− 40.231.4378------V3/V514.628.6− 87.514.5270----S \> C  Ipsilateral hemisphereThalamus17.5− 25.1− 25.5− 1.5675----S \> CInsula12.4− 34.412.59.6675----S \> CV3/V510.1− 29.4− 81.19.4270----S \> CCalcarine7.6− 7.3− 78.49.9270----S \> C^⁎^Lobule VI8.3− 30.2− 62.4− 25.2270----S \> CMiddle temporal gyrus10.9− 58.7− 61.610.6243----S \> CThalamus12.7− 3.3− 25.6− 6.9216C \> SS \> C--Superior temporal gyrus12.6− 38.7− 8.5− 7.0216----S \> C^⁎^Lobule VIIb9.7− 23.3− 70.9− 49.4162--S \> C--[^4]

4. Discussion {#s0125}
=============

Here, we combined a visually guided grip force task with functional MRI to understand how changes in the gain of visual feedback alter brain activity in the chronic phase after stroke. Brain imaging analyses focused on brain activation when force was produced by the most impaired hand of the stroke group as compared to the non-dominant hand of the control group. Our experiment produced three novel results. First, gain-related improvements in force control in both the stroke and control group were associated with an increase in activity in the visuomotor network, including V3/V5, IPL, PMv, and SMA. Second, the stroke group showed gain-related increases in activity in additional regions of lobules VI and VIIb of the ipsilateral cerebellum. Third, relative to the control group, the stroke group showed increased activity in the ipsilateral M1, and activity in this region did not vary as a function of gain level. The visuomotor network, cerebellum, and ipsilateral M1 have each been targeted in rehabilitation interventions after stroke, and our findings provide new insight into the role these regions play during a precisely-controlled motor task in the chronic phase after stroke.

4.1. Visuomotor network {#s0130}
-----------------------

Across both groups, increases in visual gain lead to reductions in force error, reductions in force variability, and increases in functional activity in the visuomotor network in regions including V3/V5, bilateral IPL, ipsilateral PMv, bilateral SMA, and cerebellar lobules VI and VIIb. Implementing a precisely controlled visuomotor task to elicit activity in this broadly distributed visuomotor system corroborates previous electrophysiology and imaging evidence which links visuomotor processing with activity in this network ([@bb0175], [@bb0235], [@bb0280], [@bb0405], [@bb0490], [@bb0485], [@bb0500]). It is well established that viewing motion stimuli leads to increases in neural activity in regions of the extrastriate visual cortex including areas V3/V5 ([@bb0335], [@bb0365], [@bb0415]), and that visual motion stimuli affect neural signals in the motor cortex via projections from the parietal cortex to the premotor cortex ([@bb0100], [@bb0540]). Parietal cortex activation during visuomotor processing has been interpreted as reflecting visuospatial processing ([@bb0280]), visuomotor error correction ([@bb0220]), and coupled with the increase in activity in PMv, provides evidence that function of the fronto-parietal circuit is at least partially preserved after stroke. There is now extensive evidence to support the position that the fronto-parietal circuit plays a major role in visually-guided precision motor control ([@bb0140], [@bb0180]), and disruption of either of these regions leads to deficits in online visuomotor corrections ([@bb0145], [@bb0155], [@bb0285], [@bb0495]). The amplitude of activation in the visuomotor system was not markedly different between groups which suggest that the increase in force error and force variability could not be attributed to deficits in functional activity within this network. Hence, our observations extend previous evidence in healthy younger adults by showing that increases in visual gain engage the extrastriate visual cortex and the fronto-parietal visuomotor network in older adults and in individuals in the chronic phase after stroke ([@bb0120]).

Importantly, when the level of visual gain increased, the stroke group exhibited elevated functional activity in the contralateral V3/V5 and IPL while reducing force error with the impaired hand. These novel findings support a proposition that increasing visual feedback gain is a viable option for engaging larger regions of the visuomotor network in order to improve force control after stroke ([@bb0060], [@bb0475]). Indeed, although force error and force variability remained higher in the stroke group across all gain levels, as the between group difference in behavior was attenuated with an increase in visual gain, the stroke group showed an increase in the number of active clusters within the visuomotor network. Gain-related increases in activity were also evident across both groups in lobules VI and VIIb in the ipsilateral cerebellum. The stroke group also showed activity within these same lobules that was spatially distinct from those that varied as a function of gain. Evidence from studies in animals ([@bb0265], [@bb0300]) and humans ([@bb0445], [@bb0490]) have demonstrated that the posterior cerebellum is a crucial region that contributes to visually-guided error correction. Indeed, the cerebellum may transfer visual information into corrective signals to alter ongoing motor output to minimize motor variability ([@bb0450], [@bb0490]). However, previous findings in younger healthy adults did not find gain-related increases in cerebellar activity, with the cerebellum being equally active across all levels of visual gain ([@bb0120]). In the context of these previous findings, one interpretation is that during visuomotor processing, age may lead to an increase in the engagement of the cerebellum to support the error correction process, and that the engagement of these cerebellar regions is augmented after stroke. Such a position is consistent with other observations which demonstrate a central role for the cerebellum in motor adaptation ([@bb0025], [@bb0030], [@bb0390], [@bb0465]), and recent stimulation paradigms that target cerebellar activity to influence motor function in rodent models ([@bb0370]), as well as humans ([@bb0190], [@bb0245], [@bb0250], [@bb0420]).

4.2. Ipsilateral primary motor cortex {#s0135}
-------------------------------------

The stroke group showed increased activity in the ipsilateral primary motor cortex during force production by the impaired hand across all levels of visual gain. Our finding is consistent with other evidence from studies in humans and animals which identify increased activity in ipsilateral M1 after stroke ([@bb0040], [@bb0080], [@bb0470]). Here, we show that whereas force error, force variability, and activation of the visuomotor network are influenced by a change in visual gain, activity in ipsilateral primary motor cortex was not. Hence, task-related activity in ipsilateral M1 differentiated the stroke group from the control group, but ipsilateral M1 activity was not sensitive to changes in the characteristics of the visuomotor task.

Since the first report of bilateral activity in stroke patients moving their most impaired hand ([@bb0115]), a role for ipsilateral M1 in cortical reorganization after stroke has been repeatedly demonstrated using a range of neurophysiological assays including PET, fMRI, EEG, and TMS ([@bb0015], [@bb0095], [@bb0400], [@bb0435]). However, consensus has yet to be reached on the exact role of ipsilateral M1 during movements of the impaired hand after stroke, though it is generally considered to be maladaptive to recovery ([@bb0080]). Bilateral M1 BOLD activity has been shown to increase with increased force output ([@bb0130], [@bb0380]), and BOLD activity in ipsilateral M1 has previously been demonstrated in healthy adults during complex motor tasks and tasks that demand greater precision ([@bb0085], [@bb0240], [@bb0505]). These findings have led to the interpretation that stroke-related increases in ipsilateral M1 activity may reflect an increase in task difficulty or effort. However, evidence from a well-controlled longitudinal study that manipulated target force based on a relative level (i.e., % of MVC), or an absolute level (kg) of force production suggests that over activation of ipsilateral activity in M1 early after stroke may better reflect reorganization in the motor system rather than an increase in effort ([@bb0065]). These data highlight the importance of using precisely controlled feedback based performance tasks when comparing brain activity between stroke and control groups. Other evidence shows that interfering with activity in ipsilateral M1 using short bursts of TMS facilitate finger tapping frequency in the sub-acute phase after stroke, but has no impact 3 months after stroke ([@bb0510]). These data suggest that the role of ipsilateral M1 during movements of the impaired hand is tightly coupled to time since stroke. Taken together, these findings suggest that while ipsilateral M1 activity scales with force requirement, there is little direct evidence to support the position that ipsilateral M1 activity scales with an increase in task difficulty or effort in the chronic phase after stroke.

Increased activity in ipsilateral M1 has been shown during both synergistic (less skilled) and non-synergistic (more skilled) hand movements, with differences in task difficulty reflected in the engagement of an extended ipsilateral motor network rather than in an increase in ipsilateral M1 activity ([@bb0425]). Bilateral activity in primary and secondary motor areas has also been observed in chronic stroke during unimanual finger movements, even when controlling for the possibility of mirror movements ([@bb0090], [@bb0095], [@bb0515], [@bb0520]). We found no evidence of mirror movements in the current study as indexed by the absence of force production by the passive unimpaired/dominant hand. Ipsilateral cortical activity in the primary motor cortex is also observed in unilateral upper extremity amputees when moving their intact hand ([@bb0045], [@bb0385]), but whether this ipsilateral activity is functionally relevant remains an open question. The current findings are the first to show that parametrically scaling the properties of visual feedback do not lead to scaling of brain activity in ipsilateral M1 in the chronic phase after stroke, even though robust changes in task performance and activity in other regions of the visuomotor network were evident.

Repetitive TMS and effective connectivity studies in humans suggest that ipsilateral M1 inhibits contralateral M1 during impaired hand function ([@bb0225], [@bb0345], [@bb0360], [@bb0460]). Other evidence, however, shows that the non-lesioned hemisphere does not exert a functional inhibitory effect on paretic limb motor output when measured during task performance ([@bb0170]), and may even support ipsilateral M1 function ([@bb0320], [@bb0395]). Nevertheless, increased activity in ipsilateral M1 during less use or poorer function of the paretic arm ([@bb0135], [@bb0270], [@bb0275]), and increased interhemispheric inhibition has motivated neuromodulatory practices such as inhibitory rTMS and cathodal tDCS to the ipsilateral hemisphere. Results have also been mixed ([@bb0410]), and recent meta-analyses have found inconclusive results regarding the efficacy of inhibitory rTMS on functional outcomes ([@bb0210], [@bb0440]). Moreover, the influence of factors such as time after stroke, impairment level, age, and lesion load on cortical activity have been extensively studied, but a meta-analysis showed no consistent association between ipsilateral M1 activation and time or impairment after stroke ([@bb0400]). This position is consistent with data from a prospective cohort study that found that while there was indeed asymmetry of interhemispheric inhibition in the acute/sub-acute period, it remained asymmetrical over time and did not correspond to or predict recovery ([@bb0455], [@bb0510]) In the current study, it is not clear if increased activity helped or hindered force output in the stroke group and so it is not clear if the higher activity in ipsilateral M1 in the stroke group is functionally relevant or an epiphenomenon.

In conclusion, this study revealed that manipulating visual feedback in the chronic phase after stroke is a viable and useful option for reducing force error and force variability during grip force. Our observations also show that increasing visual gain leads to patterns of visuomotor network recruitment similar to age matched healthy controls. Furthermore, increases in gain led the stroke group to engage a greater number of regions within the visuomotor network to a greater extent than controls. The current study also provides new evidence on the role of ipsilateral M1 after stroke, because although activity in ipsilateral M1 was greater in stroke as compared to control subjects, it did not change with visual input or force output. Future studies that stimulate or inhibit ipsilateral M1 function during a visual gain task performed by the impaired hand would address whether ipsilateral M1 activity is functionally relevant.
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Secondary between group ROI analysis in ipsilateral M1.Image 1
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[^1]: Abbreviations: yrs., years; M, male; F, female; C, cortical; SC, subcortical; L, left; R, right; FMA, Fugl-Meyer Assessment; MAS, Modified Ashworth Scale; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Exam.

[^2]: The anatomical regions of activation, peak *F*-statistic, MNI coordinates (CoM), and volume of each cluster are reported. SUIT derived clusters marked with ^⁎^.

[^3]: The anatomical regions of activation, peak *F*-statistic, MNI coordinates (CoM), and volume of each cluster are reported. SUIT derived clusters marked with ^⁎^.

[^4]: The anatomical regions of activation, peak *F*-statistic, MNI coordinates (CoM), and volume of each cluster are reported. SUIT derived clusters marked with ^⁎^.
